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Abstract
VVC (Versatile Video Coding) is a next-generation video compression stan-
dard. It is a potential successor to the MPEG-4/H.264 and High Efficiency
Video Coding (HEVC)/H.265. Its first working draft was released in April
2018 by MPEG and VCEG joint video exploration team. Its final standard is
to be approved before the end of 2020. Video compression enables more ef-
ficient use of transmission and storage raw video data to meet the increase of
demand for high quality video over the internet.

The objective of this thesis work is to research and implement algorithms
developed at Ericsson Research to improve video coding efficiency. The al-
gorithm is about intra angular prediction. The intra angular prediction uses
previous decoded samples of the current picture to predict the current block.
In HEVC there are 35 directional intra prediction modes designed to be able
to efficiently model different directional structures typically present in video
and image contents. In VVC, the total number of directional intra prediction
modes increases to 67. This thesis work is to research a dynamic granularity
intra angular prediction algorithm. The thesis work has investigated several
variants of dynamic granularity intra angular prediction and focused on im-
proving video coding efficiency.
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Sammanfattning
VVC (Versatile Video Coding) är en nästa generations videokomprimerings-
standard. Det är en potentiell efterföljare för MPEG-4 / H.264 och High Effi-
ciency Video Coding (HEVC) /H.265. Det första arbetsutkastet släpptes i april
2018 avMPEG och VCEG: s gemensamma videoutforskningsteam. Dess slut-
liga standard ska godkännas före utgången av 2020. Videokomprimering möj-
liggör en effektivare användning av överföring och lagring av rå videodata för
att möta ökningen av efterfrågan på högkvalitativ video över internet.

Målet med detta avhandlingsarbete är att forska och implementera algoritmer
utvecklade vid Ericsson Research för att förbättra videokodningseffektiviteten.
Algoritmen handlar om intravinkell förutsägelse. Den intravinkliga förutsägel-
sen använder tidigare avkodade prover av den aktuella bilden för att förutsäga
det aktuella blocket. I HEVC finns det 35 riktningsintredikationslägen utfor-
made för att effektivt kunnamodellera olika riktningsstrukturer som vanligtvis
finns i video- och bildinnehåll. I VVC ökar det totala antalet riktade intrapre-
diktionslägen till 67. Detta avhandlingsarbete är att undersöka en dynamisk
granularitet intravinkell förutsägelsealgoritm. Examensarbetet har undersökt
flera varianter av dynamisk granularitet inom vinkel förutsägelse och fokuserat
på att förbättra videokodningseffektiviteten.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Video Coding Standard
There were two eminent international organizations laying down the video
coding standard, named ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) and
ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG). In April 2010, this two
organizations formed the Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-
VC). In 2012, the first version of H.265/HEVC was drafted. Compared to
H.264/AVC, H.265/HEVC increased coding efficiency and decreased the com-
plexity, especially enabled high-resolution and high-quality video application.
Since then, the research on next video coding standard had already started.
April 2018, the joint collaborative team began drafting the first version of Ver-
satile Video Coding (VVC).

1.2 Video Coding Technology
Video encoding is a process of compressing and possibly converting the for-
mat of video content, sometimes even converting an analog source content to
a digital content. In terms of compression, the goal is to reduce the footprint.
Video compression is a lossy process. The reconstructed video data for play-
back is created by video decompression process.

Video coding technology can be treated as one of the most important Inter-
net technology. This is because compression reduces the bandwidth required
while providing a high-quality experience and enable high-efficiency transmis-
sion. Without compression, due to the limit of insufficient normal connection
speed, raw video content may not be transformed into streaming content and
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

transmitted through the Internet. The important aspect is the bit rate, or the
amount of data per second in the video. For streaming media, this will deter-
mine if users can easily view the content, or if they will be stuck in the buffered
video.

The second reason for video encoding is compatibility. In fact, sometimes
the content has been compressed to a sufficient size, but still needs to be en-
coded to achieve compatibility. Compatibility may involve certain services or
programs that require certain coding specifications.

1.3 Intra Prediction and motivation
Intra Prediction is one of the prediction modes used in video coding. The
theory of intra prediction is to apply internal significant information, usually
neighbor block and the nearest rows for predicting the content of separated
blocks. In this way, available information could be gotten rid of before trans-
formation, quantification and coding to achieve lower encoder and decoder
complexity and bandwidth waste. In H.265/HEVC, 33 angular modes are used
for intra prediction. In addition, there are also brilliant techniques like bound-
ary smoothing and reference sample filtering used to save the edge effect and
avoid discontinuities.

In this report, the ideas proposed mainly focus on improving the intra cod-
ing performance and efficiency with respect to the angular prediction modes.
Chapter 2 presents the background of video coding and intra prediction. Chap-
ter 3 describes the improvement approaches and feasibility. Chapter 4 sum-
marizes the test performance provided by the proposed design and Chapter 5
concludes the overall experimental results.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 High Efficiency Video Coding

2.1.1 History
High Efficiency Video Coding/HEVC is a video coding standard laying down
by the Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC). This group is
form by two international video coding-specified organizations, ITU-T Video
Coding Experts Group(VCEG) and ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group
(MPEG). The research started in 2004 and lasts almost 10 years. At first, the
project was called NGVC (Next Generation Video Coding).

According the initial requirement of NGVC, the new coding standard should
achieve substantial savings relative to the bit rate required by AVC without
reducing visual quality as trade-off. In July, 2009, the test results proved the
bit rate of NGVC decreased 20 percent compared to H.264/AVC. This excit-
ing result motivated the new standard developing work. The HEVC project
was formally launched in January 2010 following studies by both MPEG and
VCEG to assess the readiness and availability of technology simultaneously
with an analysis of industry needs for a new standard [1]. After the first meet-
ing, the evaluation result indicated that some test cases could maintain almost
the same visual quality and could decrease the bit rate to 50% compared to
H.264/AVC.

The first draft of H.265/HEVC was released in February, 2012 and the final
version was released in January, 2013.

3
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2.1.2 Significance of Development
Video compression has already been a necessary technology applied for hu-
man entertainment activities. Without this technology, there will be only a
few dozen TV channels around the world. Existing compression schemes,
like H.264, are still very advanced technology and now they are still applied
for the video compression of iTunes and HDTV channel. However, the de-
mand for high resolution video has become stronger and stronger. The HEVC
compression scheme can increase the compression efficiency of 1080P video
content by about 50 percent, which means that the bandwidth could be saved
while serving the same quality of video. For consumers, we can enjoy high
quality 4K video, 3D Blu-ray, HD TV show content, etc.

2.1.3 HEVC Video Coding Layers
The video coding structure ofH.265/HEVC is quite similar to that of H.264/AVC.
Figure 2.1 [2] describes the hybrid video encoder diagram.

Figure 2.1: Typical HEVC Video Encoder, with decoder module shaded in
gray

This encoder will produce bitstream whose format fits for HEVC standard.
Actually, the technical differences between H.265/HEVC and H.264/AVC are
quite slight. From the coding framework, HEVC has not revolutionized, still
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adopts the hybrid coding framework, including modules such as transforma-
tion, quantization, entropy coding, intra prediction, inter prediction and loop
filtering, which are available in H.264, but HEVC introduces new coding tech-
niques in almost all modules in the framework. Adopting more new technolo-
gies while keeping the original framework basically unchanged is the most
essential way to upgrade the standard.

At the encoding process, the first picture is always encoded with intra pre-
diction since there isn’t any temporal information available. For all remaining
frames, temporally information from previous pictures could be applied for
current estimation, and this kind of prediction is called inter prediction.

After pass the input signal through intra prediction and inter prediction mod-
ules, a residual signal, which is the difference between the original image and
the prediction signal, could be calculated. This signal will be transformed
by a linear spatial transform, usually Discrete Cosine Transform ( DCT ) and
Discrete Sine Transform ( DST ) [3] and [4]. The transform coefficient will
be further scaled, quantized and entropy coded. Then the generated bitstream
will be stored and transmitted through the Internet.

The decoder is almost the mirroring of the encoder, and the operation order
is inverse (see the gray part in Figure 2.1). The decoding process includes
prediction, entropy decoding, inverse quantization and inverse transform. The
reconstructed signal is derived by adding the prediction and residual signal.

There are two important concepts that need to be distinguished, output or-
der and decoding order. Decoding order is picture decoded order, which is
extremely the same with the order of image signal written into the bitstream,
and usually the picture encoded order. During the transmission process, some
media transport protocols will reorder the coded pictures, but then these disor-
dered pictures will be reordered back to be in decoding order before entering
the decoder. While the output order is the order of pictures in the Decoded
Picture Buffer (DPB), which is generally the order to be displaced. The output
order of each picture will be written into the bitstream at encoding process.

2.1.4 Evaluation Methods in HEVC
In the video coding process, the basic idea is to keep the most complete video
information with as few bits as possible. This is the reason why video cod-
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ing standard is continuously developing. Previous technology can not satisfy
contemporary requirements, such as high-quality or high-resolution videos.
When new standards or technologies are researched, the main debate point
is that how to reach the balance the video-reconstruction quality and com-
pression rate. An expression associated with both these two components is in
2.1.4.1 to 2.1.4.3.

2.1.4.1 PSNR and MSE

To calculate the quality of the image after compression, the most direct idea is
to compare the difference profile between the degraded image and the original
image (distortion-free), which can be used to evaluate the image quality. The
matric used to evaluate the video-reconstruction quality is Peak Signal toNoise
Ratio, which is also called PSNR. It is derived from Mean Square Error
(MSE). MSE represents the mean energy of the difference between the real
image and the degraded image. It could be treated as noise energy as:

MSE =
1

mn

m−1∑
i=0

n−1∑
j=0

[I (i, j)−K (i, j)]2 (2.1)

where I , K, m, n represent real image, degraded image, image width and
image height, respectively. PSNR is the logarithm expression of MSE, so
the basic unit is dB. PSNR indicates the ratio of the energy of the peak signal
to the average energy of the noise as:

PSNR = 10log10
MaxV alue2

MSE
= 10log10

(2BitDepth − 1)2

MSE
(2.2)

BitDepth means the number of bits used to store each pixel value. When
BitDepth is equal to 8, then MaxV alue would be 255. A larger PSNR
value indicates a smaller image distortion. PSNR is the most widely used
objective-measurement method to evaluate image quality. Typically, PSNR
values in image compression range from 30 to 40 dB, the higher the better.

2.1.4.2 Bitrate

Bitrate refers to the data traffic used by a video or audio file in a unit of time.
The unit of this parameter is usually Kbps, which is kilobits per second. The
bitrate is used to control the data traffic over the Internet, which means the
bandwidth decides which bitrate to be used. Usually 2000 kbps ∼ 3000 kbps
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is enough to achieve the ultimate in image quality. The rate parameter has a
direct relationship with the final size of the video file as:

The file size = bitrate ∗ videolength (second) (2.3)

In the video coding process, bits are used to code flags, prediction parameters,
prediction residual, transformation coefficients and partition information, etc.
Lots of content details could be preserved in the bit stream. Sometimes, the
bitrate could still decrease even though a new flag is added. If the flag could
contribute to the prediction process, the much more precise prediction could
help to decrease the residual information which need to be transformed and
coded. So Bitrate is a very important factor we need to care about due to the
limit of storage memory and information transfer speed.

2.1.4.3 Bjøntegaard delta-Rate

Bjøntegaard delta-rate (BD-rate) [5] is selected as the evaluation criteria in this
paper. BD-rate is used for comparing overall coding performance between two
different coding algorithms. BD-rate calculates an average difference between
two Bitrate-PSNR curves corresponding to the two algorithms. Specifically,
curve fitting on several (usually 4) points of the test should be performed, then
calculate the average difference. Both PSNR and bitrate are considered to
calculate BD-rate. The selected 4 points generally correspond to 4 quantiza-
tion parameters (QP).

A negative BD-rate value represents that the coding performance is improved.
A positive BD-rate value represents that the coding performance is degraded.
In Chapter 4 the final result-evaluation procedure, negative BD-rate is ex-
pected, which indicates the new algorithm in this paper has produced a better
overall coding performance.

2.1.5 Block Structures in HEVC
During the encoding and decoding process, each picture is partitioned into
small blocks and multiple blocks in the same picture form a slice as an in-
dependent coding individual. This kind of block-based hybrid video coding
approach has already been selected in all ITU-T and ISO/ICE video coding
standards since H.261 [6].
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HEVC uses a tristimulus Y, Cb, Cr color space with 4:2:0 sampling [7], which
is the same with H.264/AVC. The Y component is also called luma, and rep-
resents luminance. The luminance is the gray-level value of the image and
represents the contained information. The two chroma components Cb and Cr
represent the extent to which the color is biased from gray to blue and red,
respectively. According to the research in other fields, the human visual sys-
tem is more sensitive to luminance than chrominance, that’s the reason why
the 4:2:0 sampling structure is typically used, in which each chroma compo-
nent has one fourth of the number of samples of the luma component (half the
number of samples in both the horizontal and vertical directions).

In the last generation video coding standard H.264/AVC and even much for-
mer standards, each picture in video sequences is separated into small blocks,
called macroblocks [6] [8] [9] [10] , each of which consists of one 16*16 luma
block and two 8*8 chroma blocks because of the 4:2:0 sampling format. Mac-
roblocks are considered as the basic processing units in previous standards,
which means unique mode should be chosen for each individual macroblock.

(A) Coding Tree Units (CTU) and Coding Tree Blocks (CTB)
The change on the block-partition method is one of the biggest difference be-
tween H.265/HEVC and previous standards. Compared with AVC, the similar
structure in HEVC is the coding tree unit (CTU), which has a size selected
by the encoder and can be larger than a traditional macroblock. Each CTU is
formed by a luma coding tree block (CTB) and corresponding chroma CTBs.
HEVC supports variable-size CTBs selected according to the needs of en-
coders in terms of computational requirements and memory [2]. The shape
of luma CTB is usually square with side length 16, 32 or 64, which is larger
than traditional macroblock. Generally, the key improvement between two
generations of video coding standards is that more partitioning size are sup-
ported. In HEVC, larger block sizes are supported compared with AVC, and it
is one of the key aspects in many proposals for HEVC, for example [11] [12]
[13]. Due to the 4:2:0 sampling, the side length of chroma CTB will be half
of that of luma CTB relatively. The increase of block size will benefit a lot
when encoding high-quality videos, like 4k videos, due to its higher coding
efficiency. But the trade-off aspect is increasing the system delay, computa-
tional complexity and memory requirement. Then HEVC supports a second
step partition operated on CTBs using a tree structure and quadtree syntax.

(B) Coding Units (CU) and Coding Blocks (CB)
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A CTU can be separated into multiple coding units (CU) of variable sizes.
The exact subdivision information, including size and position, is recorded in
the quadtree syntax of CTU. The same idea is that CU contains a luma coding
block (CB) and two corresponding chroma CBs, with the same size relation-
ship of CTU. The partition structure from CTB to CB is quite flexible. A CTB
may contain only one CU or may be split to multiple CUs. The size of CU can
range from 8*8 to 64 *64. Figure 2.2 indicates the detailed separation scheme
of CTU. The CU represents the basic processing unit in which a coding mode
is assigned, including intra-picture prediction and inter-pricture prediction.

Figure 2.2: Example for partitioning of a 64*64 CTU into CUs. This process
can be described using a coding tree as shown on the right.

(C) Prediction Units (PU) and Prediction Blocks (PB)
After the prediction mode for CU is signaled as intra or inter, according to it
uses spatial prediction or temporal prediction, a further partitioning will hap-
pen in order to make a more detailed prediction. The separated area is called
prediction unit (PU), containing luma prediction block (PB) and chroma PBs.
When the prediction mode is decided as intra as the size of CB is not the small-
est case, the size of PB is the same with CB. When the CB’s size is 8*8, which
is the smallest case, then there will be a flag indicates whether current CB is
split into 4 PB quadrants. The reason for making this split is to enable various
intra-picture prediction mode selections for blocks whose sizes are as small as
4*4. When the luma intra prediction is signaled as operated in a 4*4 block,
the chroma sampling prediction also uses 4*4 blocks. So, when intra-picture
prediction mode is chosen for current CU, the size if PU varies from 4*4 to
64*64 depending on the size of CU. When the CU mode is signaled as inter,
the partition is much more flexible. In this paper, we won’t focus on inter pre-
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diction mode. For more detailed information, please refer to [14].

(D) Transform Units (TU) and Transform Blocks (TB)
For transform coding of the prediction residuals, HEVC allows that a CB could
be partitioned into several transform blocks (TU), which is formed by luma
transform block (TB) and chroma TBs. The partitioning theory of a luma CB
into PB is based on a quadtree approach, which is called Residual Quadtree
(RQT) Structures. Figure 2.3 shows an example of the partitioning of CTU
into CU and PU, respectively.

Figure 2.3: Example for partitioning of a 64*64 CTU into CUs (blue) and TUs
(red). This process can be illustrated using a coding tree as shown on the right,
blue line represents CU partition and red line represents TU partition.

The split of luma CB and chroma CB is the same because only one transform
tree syntax exists in each CU. However, when the size of luma CB is 8*8, the
size of luma TB could be as small as 4*4. But 4*4 chroma CB is not allowed
for further split into 2*2 chroma PB. So the range of TB sizes is extremely the
same as that of PB. During the spliting process, the size of TU is deciding by 3
parameters, max TU size, min TU size and max TU depth. The parameter set
is stored in Sequence Parameter Set (SPS). When the parameter max TU size
is defined as 6, the maximum size is TU is 64. When max TU depth is set 3,
the number of CUs’ dividing layers is limited up to 3. In Figure 2.3, 10-13 is
on the 3rd layer. When the prediction mode of a CU has already been signaled
as intra, then during the prediction and transform process, the size of TU must
be exactly the same with PU.
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2.2 Intra prediction in HEVC

2.2.1 Overview of Intra Prediction
Intra prediction is a method that applies some useful information inside a sin-
gle picture (spatial information) to predict other pixel values. All I slices,
which is the key slices in video coding, should be coded using intra-picture
prediction. In HEVC, the framework of intra prediction contains 3 steps, ref-
erence sample construction, prediction and post-processing [15]. During the
process, computational complexity and coding efficiency should be consid-
ered. Intra prediction happens in single separated PU block. The partition
method has already been clarified in Section 2.1.4.

HEVC contains several techniques to improve system efficiency and predic-
tion accuracy. There is also an emphasis on avoiding the influence of artificial
edges introduced by the potential blocking method. This is achieved by adap-
tive smoothing of the reference samples and boundary samples smoothing for
several specific modes which meet a range of conditions.

All the prediction modes use the same reference samples above and at the left
of the image blocks to be predicted. In the following sections, the Rx,y repre-
sents the coordinate of reference pixels andR0,0 is the position of the reference
pixel located above and to the left of the block’s top-left corner. Px,y is used to
represent the position of predicted pixels in the block, and the first predicted
pixels located at the most top-left position, whose coordinate is P1,1. Figure
2.4 illustrates the spatial details. It should be noted that in addition to that
the left and above side reference samples are used for intra prediction, below-
left side of reference samples (R0,N+1..R0,2N ) could also be employed. This
is a big difference between HEVC and H.264/AVC. Due to the macroblocks
structure [16] is applied in AVC, these samples are not available. Hierarchical
HEVC coding architecture makes these candidates available more frequently.
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Figure 2.4: Reference samples Rx,y used for the prediction of block samples
Px,y

The prediction methods could be classified into 2 categories, angular pre-
diction methods [17] and non-angular prediction methods. Angular predic-
tion mode is designed to be able to apply various directional edge informa-
tion which has already be decoded before for current block prediction. Non-
angular modes consist of planar mode [18] and DC mode, both of which pro-
vide predictors estimating smooth image content [14]. When predicting a sin-
gle block, only one mode is chosen and applied to all the inside pixels. More
details about intra coding and related techniques will be analyzed in this sec-
tion.

2.2.2 Generation of Reference Samples
2.2.2.1 Reference Sample Substitution

In addition to the reference samples usage situation as indicated in Figure 2.4,
there are also some unexpected situations. Sometimes, some or all of the ref-
erence samples may be unavailable due to some reasons. In AVC, only DC
mode is allowed in these cases. In HEVC, all modes are allowed to be used
after substituting the unavailable reference samples.
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If all reference samples are not available, all of them will be substituted by
a nominal average sample value for a given bit depth. If some of the reference
samples could be reached, then all reference samples could be derived. The
deriving method could be concluded into two regulations.
〈i〉 The unavailable reference samples are substituted by copying the nearest
reference sample in a clockwise direction. For example, when p[x][-1] is not
available for x in range 0 to 2N-1, it could be substituted by p[x-1][-1]
〈ii〉 When P[-1][2N-1] is not available, just search for the nearest available
reference sample above, and copy it.

All reference samples will be derived by following these 2 rules. Figure 2.5
[14] is an example of a reference sample substitution.

Figure 2.5: An example of reference sample substitution. (A) indicate the ref-
erence samples before substitution (gray parts is unavailable reference sam-
ples). (B) indicate reference samples after substitution.

2.2.2.2 Reference Sample Filtering

In H.246/AVC, a three-tap filter is used for reference samples filtering when
the predicted block size is 8*8 and channel type is luma. The biggest im-
provement brought by the reference sample filter is achieving the better visual
appearance and decrease the contouring artifacts caused by steps in the values
of reference samples. In HEVC, this processing is introduced to more predic-
tion modes and block sizes in order to get better performance.
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When the DC prediction mode is selected, reference sample smoothing is not
needed, since all or half reference samples have been used for the prediction.
If planar prediction mode is applied, the reference sample smoothing switches
off when the block’s area is 4*4. Otherwise, it should be done in planar mode.
In angular prediction mode, block size and directionality of prediction mode
are two factors when decoding whether the reference sample filter is applied.
Reference sample filtering usually works for those large-size blocks. WhenDC
prediction is used or the size if predicted block is 4*4, the smoothing filter is
switched off. If the prediction mode is planar, smoothing is only applied when
the block size is larger than 32*32. There is a rule which is the larger block’s
size is, the more frequently reference sample filter is applied. The directional
regulation is that angular modes which are far away from the purely horizontal
and vertical direction are more likely to perform it. For example, the reference
sample filter is only used for exactly diagonal directions when the block size
is 8*8. When the block size is 16*16, only near-horizontal and near-vertical
modes are excluded from smoothing. When the block size is larger than 32*32
(In HEVC the largest block’s side length is 32. However, now the new gener-
ation video coding standard H.266/VVC support side length 64. Meanwhile,
the shape of blocks could also be rectangular rather than square), all modes ex-
cept the exactly vertical and exactly horizontal mode will carry out reference
sample smoothing.

The mostly used filter is a three-tap [1 2 1]/4 smoothing filter. The smoothing
range highly depends on the predicted block size. All reference samples except
the left-bottom reference and right-top pixels (P[-1][2N-1] and P [2N-1][-1])
will be modified, and the samples used for filtering are two neighbor reference
samples. The filter equations could be concluded as:

p[−1][y] = (P [−1][y + 1] + 2P [−1][y] + P [0][y − 1] + 2) >> 2 (2.4)

p[x][−1] = (P [x+ 1][0] + 2P [x][−1] + P [x− 1][−1] + 2) >> 2 (2.5)

p[−1][−1] = (P [−1][0] + 2P [−1][−1] + P [0][−1] + 2) >> 2 (2.6)

in which ’>>’ means an arithmetic right shift operation. The reference sam-
ple filtering process could be shown in Figure 2.6
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Figure 2.6: An example of reference sample smoothing

2.2.3 Angular Prediction Modes
Angular prediction mode is designed to use directional information contained
in the image content. Usually, there is a relationship between predicted area
and surrounding areas which have already been decoded. The intra prediction
process in HEVC is just extrapolating sample values according to the recon-
structed reference samples under a given path. For the purpose of simplifi-
cation, all pixels location inside a prediction block are projected to a single
reference row or column based on the directionality of the selected prediction
mode. HEVC supports 33 directional modes. The number is chosen to pro-
vide a good trade-off between computational complexity, encoding efficiency
and prediction accuracy. Currently, the number of angular modes has already
been increased to 65 in the potential next-generation video coding standard
H.266/VVC. The value is decided so that the whole codec could have a better
Bjøntegaard delta-rate (BD-rate) performance. In HEVC, the block size varies
from 4*4 to 32*32, including 4 choices, each of which supports 33 prediction
directions, so the decoder of HEVC must support 33*4=132 combinations.
Now the requirement becomes more and more challenging. Since the shape
of a block in the potential next-generation standard is also allowed to be rectan-
gular, meanwhile the amount of directional modes also increase to two times,
the decoder must support more kinds of combinations, maybe 10 times as be-
fore.

The following Figure 2.7 shows the 33 direction prediction modes of HEVC,
which are labeled as mode 2 to mode 34, respectively. Each of the 1/8 quad-
rants contains 8 prediction directions, and their corresponding displacement
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parameters are [2, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 26, 32], respectively. The physical meaning
of these displacement parameters is the tangent of the predicted angle, ie [2/32,
5/32, 9/32, 13/32, 17/32, 21/32, 26/32, 32/32]. For example, 32/32 represents
a 45◦ prediction direction (the tangent value is 1). In addtion, according to the
tangent of the angle, it can be seen that HEVC uses the prediction accuracy
of 1/32 pixel precision. H and V represent the horizontal and vertical direc-
tions, respectively, and the digital part of the marker symbol represents the
displacement parameter of the mode. For example, V+2 indicates the predic-
tion direction with the +2 displacement parameter in the vertical direction. It
can be seen from these displacement parameters that the angular distribution
near the horizontal and vertical directions is more dense, and the distribution
of the angles near the diagonal direction is relatively sparse [19]. The reason
of this design criterion is that in conventional video and images, the probabil-
ity of occurrence of patterns close to the horizontal and vertical directions is
relatively high, and the probability of occurrence of patterns near the diagonal
is relatively low.

Figure 2.7: Angular prediction modes from 2 to 34 with associated displace-
ments in HEVC. H and V represent horizontal likely and vertical likely direc-
tions, respectively. The numerical part near the H and V indicates the sample
displacement with 1/32 fraction of sample grid positions
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2.2.3.1 Reference Sample Extension

In the intra prediction process of HEVC, all pixels within the current block are
mapped to the left or upper reference pixels according to a specified predic-
tion direction. Specifically, for mode 18 to mode 34, the pixels of the current
block are mapped to the upper reference pixel, and for mode 2 to mode 17, the
pixels of the current block are mapped to the left reference pixel. When the
coordinates of the position of the mapped pixel appear negative, the reference
column on the left side is mapped to the left side of the upper reference column
to expand it, or the reference line on the upper side is mapped to the top of the
left reference column.

In order to simplify this process, all reference samples are projected in a sin-
gle 1-D array depending on the direction of the selected mode. For the case
in which 33 directional modes are allowed, when the mode index is between
2 and 17, the left reference column is chosen to be the main reference sam-
ple array. And when the index is larger than 17, the above reference sample
is the main array, which is decided by the spatial location. In the negative
case, the above reference row is lengthened by projecting the left reference
column toward the left when the prediction mode is horizontal, and the ref-
erence column is lengthened by projecting the above reference array upward
when angular mode is vertical. For all prediction modes, the reference sample
projection could be defined as:

ref [x] = p[−1 + x][−1], (x >= 0) for all vertical modes (2.7)

ref [y] = p[−1][−1 + y], (y >= 0) for all horizontal modes (2.8)

When the angular mode’s displacement is negative, the extension part could
be defined as:

ref [x] = p[−1][−1+((x∗B+128) >> 8)], (x < 0) for all vertical modes

(2.9)
ref [y] = p[−1+((y∗B+128) >> 8)][−1], (y < 0) for all horizontal modes

(2.10)
inwhichB imply the inverse angle of angularmode displacement (256*32/(mode
displacement) when accuracy is 1/32). Figure 2.8 illustrates the process for ex-
tending the main reference array (above reference row) with samples from the
left reference columns for an 8 * 8 block of pixels when the prediction mode
is 23 and displacement is -9.
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Figure 2.8: Extend the above main reference samples by projecting the left
reference column when the prediction mode is 23.

2.2.3.2 Prediction of Angular Modes

After projecting the predicted pixel to the reference sample array in accordance
with the selected direction, the predicted value could be calculated by linearly
combining the projected value and its nearest neighbor sample on the right
side. This process can be described as:

P [x][y] = ((32− wy) ∗ P [i][−1] + wy ∗ P [i+ 1][−1] + 16) >> 5 (2.11)

where i is the projected displacements on the above reference samples row
and wy is the weight parameter between two reference sample pixels. Both
reference sample index i and weight parameter wy are calculated based on
predicted pixel’s coordinate and the mode’s displacement d, which is related
to the selected prediction direction. It could be expressed as:

cy = (y ∗ d) >> 5 (2.12)

wy = (y ∗ d) & 31 (2.13)

i = x+ cy (2.14)

where>> donates a right shift operation and& is an ANDoperation. It should
be noted that when the direction of prediction has been decided, the cy and wy

will only depend on the y coordinate, thus these two parameters will remain
constant for pixels prediction in the same row. In addition, when the weight
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parameter wy is 0, for example when the prediction mode is the purely vertical
and the purely horizontal, the interpolation operation can be omitted and the
predicted pixel can directly copy from the reference sample array.

(2.8) to (2.11) are used for vertical angular mode (18-34 ), in which the above
reference sample row is the main reference array. When the angular prediction
mode is the horizontal mode (2-17), just swap the x and y coordinate in these
equations.

2.2.4 DC Prediction and Planar Prediction
There are two non-angular modes in HEVC video coding standard, including
DC prediction and Planar Prediction.

In the case of DC prediction, all reference samples will be used for the pre-
diction. If large computation complexity is allowed, the average value of the
above reference samples and reference samples to the left of the predicted
block will be treated as the predicted value. DC mode is usually used in filled
block, in which almost all pixels have the same or similar luminance. When
low computation stress is expected, we can decrease the number of reference
samples which is used to calculate the average. The selection of reference
samples depends on the block shape. Since rectangular shape block is allowed
in H.266/VVC, when the width is larger than the height, the above reference
row is selected as the useful array. Otherwise, the left reference column will
be chosen.

Even though angular modes can provide an excellent prediction for images,
there are also some problems. In the smooth image area’s prediction, there
may be some visible contouring happened. DC prediction is an alternative
method, however, blockiness can be clearly observed because of the too rough
estimation with order 0. In H.264/AVC, a bilinear model is proposed to gener-
ate the predicted value using reference samples. The drawback is that discon-
tinuities along the block boundaries may be clearly observed. In HEVC, the
planar prediction mode is designed to solve these problems.

The main idea of planar mode is to apply the linear prediction values from
both vertical and horizontal directions and averaging them to get the estima-
tion value. Figure 2.9 is an example of the planar mode in HEVC.
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Figure 2.9: An example of planar prediction mode. (a) indicates the reference
samples used for the prediction of pixel P[1][2] when the block size is 4*4.
(b) shows the calculation result.

The above calculation can be expressed with equations:

P [x][y]V = (N − y) ∗ P [x][−1] + y ∗ P [−1][N + 1] (2.15)

P [x][y]H = (N − x) ∗ P [−1][x] + y ∗ P [N ][−1] (2.16)

P [x][y] = (P [x][y]V + P [x][y]H +N) >> (log2(N) + 1) (2.17)

The Planar mode is almost the mostly used prediction mode among all an-
gular modes and non-angular mode. That’s because the HEVC video coding
standard is usually applied in high-quality video compression, like 4k videos,
under the consideration of limiting computational complexity. In this case, the
content inside a single prediction block is small, which means the information
entropy is quite low. Most pixels are the same or similar to neighbor pixel and
reference samples. So in the newest version, the planar mode is always put
at the first place of most probable modes list. The details of most probable
modes will be discussed in the following subsection.

2.2.5 Post-Processing Technology
Discontinuity could often happen in some prediction modes, for example DC
mode, the purely vertical and horizontal mode. This effect is introduced due
to the block-prediction mode. When the pixel’s value is directly copied from
reference samples or pixel values inside a block have low variance, The disad-
vantages are magnified greatly.

In order to remedy this problem, boundary smoothing filter is introduced. The
pixel located at the boundary part of the current block will pass a filter and
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the value will be replaced by a filtered value. In HEVC, only the first row and
first columnwill do boundary smoothing when prediction mode is within three
intra modes (DC, purely vertical and purely horizontal). Different prediction
mode applies difference boundary smoothing filter. According to [20], when
prediction mode is exact vertical (mode 50), the top-left reference sample and
left reference sample in the same row will be used. Similarly, the top-left ref-
erence sample and the above reference sample in the same column will be
employed in exact horizontal mode (mode 18). It can be described as:

P [0][y] = P [0][y]+((P [−1][y]−P [−1][−1]) >> 1) for purely vertical mode

(2.18)
P [x][0] = P [x][0]+((P [x][−1]−P [−1][−1]) >> 1) for purely horizontal mode

(2.19)
In H.266/VVC, boundary sample smoothing is applied to more kinds of di-
rectional modes and the smoothing depth at the boundary also increase. In
addition, weights are added in the filter. In the code, boundary sample smooth-
ing is done for all the pixels, because the weight is used to control the depth.
Rather than only DC mode, purely horizontal and vertical modes, boundary
smoothing are used in all non-angular mode, pure angular modes (the hori-
zontal mode and the vertical mode) and modes close to the diagonal direction
(threshold is 8). Different filtering algorithms are designed in order for an
ideal result. The control of smoothing depth and width are presented below
along with a smoothing algorithm example of directional mode 66:

scale = ((log2[width]− 2 + log2[height]− 2 + 2) >> 2); (2.20)

wT = 16 >> min(31, ((y << 1) >> scale)) (2.21)

wL = 16 >> min(31, ((y << 1) >> scale)) (2.22)

P [x][y] = wL∗P [−1][x+y]+wT∗P [x+y][−1]+(64−wL−wT )∗P [x][y]+32) >> 6

(2.23)
For more details about smoothing algorithms, please refer to the code.

2.2.6 Prediction of Luma Intra Mode
2.2.6.1 Most-Probable-Mode Scheme

In order to increase the prediction accuracy, 33 angular modes, as well as
2 non-angular modes, DC prediction and planar prediction are supported by
HEVC for luma intra prediction of PUs with various sizes. And in the newest
standard version, the amount of supported modes increases to 67. In order
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to save the bits used for coding the selected mode, in HEVC, a Most Proba-
ble Mode (MPM) scheme [21] based on its neighbor PUs’ modes is defined.
Meanwhile, such a scheme also makes it possible to use fixed-length code to
indicate each of the remaining 32 or 64 modes. Most probable modes are
coded using truncated unary binarization. The first element in the MPM list
takes only 1 bit, and the others take 2 bits.

The candidate in MPM list is decided by the left and above PUs’ prediction
mode. In this thesis, the left and above PUs’ prediction mode are defined as A
and B, respectively. If the neighbor PU is not coded by intra mode or outside
of current CTU, the candidate mode is assumed to be DC mode by default.
There are several kinds of combination depending on the relationship between
two neighbors’ modes

In the case that A is not equal to B, A and B will be set as the first two candi-
dates in the MPM list. The third component, MPM[2], is decided according
to the following rules:
〈i〉 If both A and B are not planar mode, planar mode will be the third candi-
date
〈ii〉 If one of A and B is planar Mode and both A and B are not DC mode, DC
mode will be the third candidate
〈iii〉 If one of A and B is planar and another is DC, we set angular mode 26
(purely vertical mode) as the third candidate.

In the case that A is equal to B, the rule is listed below:
〈i〉 If A is directional mode, which means the index of mode A is larger than 1,
then MPM[0] is set equal to A. In addition, two remaining candidates should
also be angular modes and are set to be A-1 and A+1 respectively. If A is equal
to 2, A-1 is 33. Similarly, A+1 is equal to 2 when A is 33.
〈ii〉 If A is the non-angular mode (DC or planar), the MPM list is fixed.

MPM [0] = planar mode

MPM [1] = DC mode

MPM [2] = purely vertical mode(mode 26)

(2.24)

In Figure 2.10, the derivation process is fully described by the flow chart.
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Figure 2.10: The derivation process of Most probable mode. A and B repre-
sent the prediction modes of left and above PU, respectively.

2.2.6.2 Encoder Intra Search Algorithm

Bjøntegaard delta (BD)-rate is selected to be the matric to measure video cod-
ing system’s performance. However, it will waste lots of time if the rate-
distortion (R-D) cost is calculated for all the intra modes. In order to save
encoding search time and improve efficiency, a fast search algorithm is pro-
posed in HEVC.

The search process is separated into two steps. In the first step, the sum of ab-
solute transformed difference (SATD) [22] between the original and predicted
pixel values is calculated. The SATD check is a process calculating simpli-
fied R-D cost. The transform quantization, entropy coding, inverse transform
inverse quantization, reconstruction procedures are ignored in SATD check in
order to save time. So, bits used for coding transform coefficients are excluded
from bitrate when doing SATD check. SATD is the absolute sum of the co-
efficients after the Hadamard transform of the residual. Hadamard transform
[23] is a kind of generalized Fourier transform which is used for fast spectrum
analysis. So the simplified cost function is
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J(Mode) = SATD + λ ∗R(Mode, residual) (2.25)

in which the λ is the Lagrange multiplier. R represents the code stream of
mode’s index and residual information.

After the first round selection, several potential candidates will be stored in
a list. The amount of candidates exactly depends on the corresponding PU’s
size. Except for the case in which PU’s size is 4*4 or 8*8, the length of the
candidate list is 3. When the PU’s size is 4*4 or 8*8, the length of the list is
8, because more accurate prediction is needed for a small block.

If MPM scheme is applied, the first or first two modes in the MPM list should
also be put in the full R-D list. The amount is associated with the relationship
between two neighbor blocks’ prediction modes. If the prediction modes of
two neighbor blocks are the same, only the first component in the MPM list
will be added into the full R-D candidate list. Otherwise, the first two are at-
tached.

All the components in the list will be passed into the full R-D check system.
Both bit cost and resulting distortion are calculated to obtain the final evalu-
ation matric. Finally, the prediction mode which minimizes the R-D cost will
be chosen.

In order for further simplification and improvement, currently the prediction
process is separated into 3 steps. In the first round, only even modes do the
SATD check. So all modes in the candidate list are even. In the second time’s
loop, the neighbor modes of candidates in the list will do the SATD check, and
the list will be updated according to the result. In addition, if the MPM flag
is set to 1, the length of the candidate list will decrease 1, then most probable
modes are appended to the list which will do full R-D test. The idea of this
approach is to reduce the candidate amount based on the features of the local
image [24].

In this report, the content is mainly focused in luma intra prediction. For more
information about chroma intra prediction, please refer to [14].
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2.3 Software Tools

2.3.1 Linux Cluster
During the test process, all the simulations were ran on Linix cluster, which
could promise the equalization of CPU’s computation performance. Another
advantage of using cluster is that several tests could be done parallel. In this
way, there is no need to wait the previous task finishing before starting the
next one. It is especially helpful when running lots of video sequences with
difference quantization parameters.

The performance of cluster highly depends on the active jobs’ amount. For
the tests in this paper, the influences could be ignored.

2.3.2 Python Script
The tests of different intra prediction algorithms are operated using a python
script. The mostly used script isRunSimV TM2.0_AI.py. In the script, sev-
eral necessary configurations are defined, including encoder’s path, decoder’s
path, tested video sequences’ path, flag configuration file’s path, quantization
parameters and output files’ path. This integrated script could help to simplify
the file modification and testing steps.

Another useful script isRunSimV TM2.0_classD.py, which is used for test-
ing the specific sequence classD. It could supply a prior estimation of pre-
diction algorithm before all-sequence test.

2.3.3 Base Code Version
At the JVET Ljubljana meeting in July, the VTM 2.0 version was confirmed
to follow up on the adopted technology. All algorithms built in this paper are
based on VTM2.0 version. However, the component which conflicts with our
algorithm should be turned off. As an adopted technology, 67 intra mode with
wide angles intra prediction [25] should be turned off in this paper. Mode rota-
tion defined outside of our algorithm is not expected. So the anchor or template
used in the experimental comparison should be generated after turning off the
wide-angular-shift scheme.
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Adaptive Angular Modes for In-
tra Prediction

3.1 Research Direction
The main research direction and innovation point are about the angular predic-
tion in intra prediction. In H.265/HEVC, there are 35 intra prediction modes
in intra prediction. The amount is increased to 67 in the current potential
standard, H.266/VVC. By increasing the supported angular, the prediction ac-
curacy could be improved with computation complexity as a trade-off. The
reason is that by increasing 1 bit to coding the prediction modes, more rea-
sonable angular prediction modes could be selected, which could introduce
some benefits on the BD-rate even though one more bit is needed to encode
each mode index. So, according to the assumption, the PSNR will continue
increasing if the number of angular modes is increased to 131. But the final
evaluation matric perhaps becomes worse because of the increasing bit rate.

The main purpose of this paper is to upgrade the prediction performance by
increasing the candidate prediction modes. This is achieved through interpo-
lating and reallocating the position of some modes to raise local prediction
modes’ density. The ideal result is that the BD-rate could be ameliorated,
which means the better PSNR could make up the disadvantages brought by
extra bits.

26
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3.2 Hard Interpolation
According to Figure 2.7, the prediction modes distribute from 45◦ to -135◦.
And (2.8) - (2.11) indicate the projection and filtering process. All parameters
in these equations could be derived from the coordinate of the target pixel and
d, which is the projection displacement which describes the tangent of the pre-
diction direction. Thus, the most simple way to increase the number of predic-
tionmodes is to plug in amode between every two neighbormodes. Thenmore
reference samples and weights combination could be created, which could be
labeled as new modes.

Since integer displacements are expected as the prediction parameter, the sam-
ple accuracy should be considered. When the number of directional modes in-
creases from 33 to 65, the sample accuracy don’t need to be updated. Because
the interval between every two neighbormodes is larger than 1, whichmeans at
least one extra mode could be interpolated. Table 3.1 shows the displacement
distribution for the two cases and Figure 3.1 shows the compendious alloca-
tion result after increasing numer of directional modes from 33 to 65. Those
green dotted lines indicate the inserted modes, and black lines with an arrow
represent existing modes.

Table 3.1: Interpolation from 33 modes to 65 modes

33 Angular Modes 0 2 5 9 13 17 21 26 32
65 Angular Modes 0 1 2 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 26 29 32

Table 3.2: 129 modes’ distribution

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 49 52 55 58 61 64
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Figure 3.1: Number of intra angular prediction modes increases from 33 to 65

However, if further interpolation is expected, the sample accuracy must de-
crease from 1/32 to 1/64 due to the lack of extra insert space. There will be
129 directional modes after extending the mode list. The most simple solution
is doubling the existing displacements to create more insert space. In this way,
the basic rule, which is that the modes’ density gradually decreases with the
shift from pure direction to diagonal direction, could be satisfied as well. The
final allocation result is listed as Table 3.2.

Due to the modification of sample accuracy, the angular modes’ prediction
formulas should also be redesigned. Compared with (2.8) to (2.11), we only
need to update the content related to sample accuracy. So the prediction for-
mulas could be derived as:

P [x][y] = ((64− wy) ∗ P [i][−1] + wy ∗ P [i+ 1][−1] + 32) >> 6 (3.1)

cy = (y ∗ d) >> 6 (3.2)

wy = (y ∗ d) & 64 (3.3)

i = x+ cy (3.4)
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Since the prediction accuracy and angular mode index have some impact on
pixel value estimation and post-processing conditions, there are several points
we need to consider when increasing the number of modes.

〈i〉 Firstly, if Three-Most-Probable-Mode scheme is applied, an MPM can-
didate list will be generated in accordance with the left block and above block
when making a prediction. In this case, one or two bits will be used for coding
modes which exist in the MPM list, and fix length code could be applied for
coding all extramodes, the amount of which should benumber of modes− 3.
For 67-intra-prediction-mode model, log2(67−3) = 6 bits are needed to code
each mode. When the intra prediction pattern utilize 131 prediction modes,
log2(131− 3) = 7 bits are necessary. On both encoder and decoder sides, one
more bit has to be recorded.

〈ii〉 Secondly, the boundary filter range will also be influenced by the inter-
polation. For 67-prediction-mode case, the boundary smoothing should be
done in order to avoid discontinuities along block boundaries when the dis-
tance between prediction mode and diagonal mode, which includes mode 2
and mode 66, is smaller than 8. It could be interpreted as the estimation pre-
dicted by modes within range 22.5◦ to 45◦and range -135◦ to -112.5◦should
pass through boundary smoothing filter. The smoothing scope’s angular will
not be affected by the number of modes. This regulation will result in an in-
crease of the post-processed modes’ amount.

〈iii〉 Thirdly, the mode-amount modification could bring impact on reference
sample smoothing as well. When deciding the utilization of this method, the
bias between the current mode and purely horizontal mode or vertical mode
should be calculated. If the bias is larger than a reference value, reference
sample smoothing is applied. The reference value is decided by the size of
blocks, the larger block size is, the smaller this reference value will be, which
means reference filter should be applied for more often. It is not a good idea
to modify the reference value, so if 131-intra-prediction-mode scheme is ap-
plied, the scope should be extended by halving the bias before compared with
the reference value. In this way, double modes will execute reference sample
smoothing.

As said before, the evaluation matric, the BD-rate may not be improved by
hard interpolation. The better PSNR could be expected. However, the load
brought by the added bit may result in a larger bit rate, even though more
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precise prediction could help optimize residual information coding. More-
over, the system’s coding complexity and coding efficiency would deteriorate
as well. But as an assumption and compared target, the 129-directional-mode
framework is feasible.

3.3 Adaptive Angular Mode by Shifting
An algorithm which could substitute hard interpolation is adaptive-angular-
mode (AAM) system. Rather than inserting one mode between every two
neighbor modes, new kinds of modes are produced by rotating original modes
according to some regulations. These regulations are derived from the rela-
tionship between PUs’ shapes and their unique preference in prediction mode.
There could be some sequence-dependence influence because it is extremely
hard to come to a common rule from a few samples. So the most basic idea is
to Figure out which range of directional modes is being selected mostly, and
which is used rarely. The internal relationship with the shape of blocks could
be considered later.

The AAM algorithm is developed based on the intra prediction system which
contains 67 intra prediction modes. Only directional modes could be shifted.
Because DC and planar modes will apply all reference information for predic-
tion, which doesn’t include any angular information. All directional modes
are separated into two parts, 33 even modes and 32 odd modes. In order to
maintain the angle covered by all prediction modes, only odd modes could be
rotated.

To avoid the sequence-dependence influence, more freedom is given to the
mode selection process. A new parameter shiftParam is introduced to de-
cide if rotation will happen. There are two kind directions of rotation, clock-
wise and counterclockwise. Clockwise rotation only happens when the mode
is horizontal, and counterclockwise rotation merely occurs for the vertical
case. The reason is that no angular outside +45◦ to -135◦is expected. So the
rotation direction should be restricted. When the shiftParam flag is set to 1,
the rotation will happen. Otherwise, the mode will remain in its original lo-
cation. As said before, only odd modes are allowed to shift, so for DC mode,
planar mode, even modes and chroma prediction, the shiftParam flags are
always set to 0. Owing to the fact that increasing of bits will greatly affect the
BD-rate, the waste caused by useless bits should be completely got rid of.
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Another crucial topic in this algorithm is shifting choice. From the view of
spatial location, purely vertical and horizontal modes are more likely to be
selected because of human visual experience. So as a reasonable hypothesis,
when the flag shiftParam is set to 1, odd horizontal modes and odd vertical
modes will move to the intervals near to purely vertical direction and purely
horizontal direction, respectively. Figure 3.2 indicates the clockwise-shift re-
sult for the first hypothesis. The orange lines represent themode before shifted.
The yellow lines denote the new modes produced by modes’ rotation. If the
pattern is not rotated, it is represented by the black line. The counterclock-
wise rotation case is quite similar to it. What need to paid attention to is that
it is just a reasonable hypothesis rather than the best plan. Lots of simulations
should be ran based on different kinds of interpolation method and select the
most suitable inserting positions to maximize the gain.

Figure 3.2: Clockwise shift for odd-horizontal modes

Certain components of the video coding system will be affected by this adap-
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tive algorithm. Firstly, similar to hard interpolation algorithm, the displace-
ment or all direction modes have to be an integer, so the sample accuracy
still needs to be decreased from 1/32 to 1/64, which means the displacement
values of original modes will be doubled so that new modes could be inter-
polated. Thus, 3.1-3.4 will be used as prediction formulas for this algorithm.
Secondly, for this kind of rotation proposal, none of the new modes need to
do the boundary smoothing, because all of them are far away from diagonal
mode (mode 67). Thirdly, if new modes locate in the range in which reference
sample smoothing should be executed, don’t forget to pass the reference sam-
ple through the smoothing filter.

A totally new intra search method is developed to fit for this adaptive shift.
In order to find the best prediction mode, the best combination between pa-
rameter shiftParam and original mode should be decided. In the existing
version, the intra search process is separated into three steps or three times
loops. This procedure could be explained as:

Loop1: Check all even modes using SATD and generate a short candidate
list.

Loop2: Check all neighbor modes of mode inside the candidate list using
SATD apart from planar mode, and update the candidate list
according to the performance to maintain the list’s length

Loop3: Attach first one or two members of MPM list into the candidate list to
generate a new R-D list. Check the unique modes in the R-D list by
full RD computation and select the best one.

This intra search algorithm could help saving encoding time cleverly by de-
creasing the number of modes passing through the SATD check in loop1 and
loop2. However, this kind of simplification method doesn’t suit for AAM algo-
rithm. That is because only odd modes could be shifted. After the first time’s
loop, only even modes have the possibility to be selected. And in the second
loop, the neighbor modes are sure to be odd. When parameter shiftParam
is set to 1, then some odd modes will be rotated to another side, which could
produce a totally different prediction rather than more precise prediction com-
pared with the even candidate after the first time loop. So for the AAM algo-
rithm, SATD check is done for all angular modes. And the new encoder search
steps include:

Loop1: Check all non-odd modes, which contains even modes and DC mode,
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using SATD and generate a short candidate list.
Loop2: Attach first one or two members of MPM list into the candidate list to

generate a new R-D list. After getting rid of odd modes, check the
unique modes in the R-D list by full R-D computation and select the
best one.

Loop3: When shiftParam = 0, check all odd modes using SATD and
generate another candidate list.

Loop4: Attach first one or two members of MPM list into the candidate list to
generate a new R-D list. After getting rid of even modes and DCmode,
check the unique modes in the R-D list by full R-D computation and
select the best one.

Loop5: When shiftParam = 1, check all odd modes using SATD and
generate another candidate list.

Loop6: Attach first one or two members of MPM list into the candidate list to
generate a new R-D list. After getting rid of even modes and DCmode,
check the unique modes in the R-D list by full R-D computation and
select the best one.

Finally: Choose the best shiftParam-mode combination among those
winners coming from loop2, loop4 and loop6 as the final decision.

The odd modes and even modes will do the SATD and full R-D test sepa-
rately for the reason that only odd modes could be rotated. Therefore, the
shiftParam flag is added only when the mode index is odd. If both even
modes and odd modes do the SATD check together, then it is not a fair com-
parison. Because in the first round SATD check, bits used for coding the pa-
rameter shiftParam is considered. This would bring some disadvantages to
the competitiveness of odd modes. What is expected is that the probability
that odd modes with shiftParam flags enter the second round check could
be increased. If shifted odd mode is chosen as the best prediction mode finally,
then the introduced bit is valuable. So odd modes and even modes should be
separated and performed SATD check and full R-D check for them, respec-
tively

In this way, the encoder will bear almost three time’s burden. Because full
R-D test will cost much more time compared with the SATD check, and the
candidate modes to do the R-D test is three times than the previous intra search
algorithm. However, this kind of intra search is sure to bring maximum coding
performance improvement. So it could be considered as an excellent idea to
find the best shift method. After deciding the optimized rotation scheme, the
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problem of encoding complexity will be thought over.

3.4 New Adaptive Angular Mode Algorithm
with Block-shape Restriction

3.4.1 Replace Rotation by Interpolation
In the algorithm proposed in 3.3, new modes are generated by shifting some
odd modes to intervals near to pure vertical and horizontal side. Due to our
new encoder search algorithm, a flag shiftParam is added to every odd to
decide it could do the shift operation or not. In this way, there will not be
a angular-distribution-density decrease in any direction. Because all original
direction modes and new modes will do the SATD check and have the chance
to do the full R-D check. The effect caused by rotation is just inserting new
modes with the new flag shiftParam as a cost.

So there will not be any difference if rotation is substituted by interpolation.
The new modes are generated by inserting between two neighbor modes, just
like moving original modes to the gap between themselves and their near-
est neighbor. The advantage is that which modes should be added the flag
shiftParam don’t need to be cared about. If it is desired to increase the
angular-distribution-density in the vertical direction, just add the flag to all
vertical modes to indicate inserting new mode in its neighbor interval or not.
Actually, it is also a kind of rotation because new modes are still produced
by shifting original modes. But the final shifting result is extremely the same
with inserting. The following Figure 3.3 illustrates the inserting scheme.
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Figure 3.3: Inserting new modes on vertical side

3.4.2 Block Shape Restriction
There is no block size restriction in the algorithm proposed in Section 3.3.
All odd modes will be signed a new flag, which means they all have a chance
to rotate to somewhere else. However, there should be some relationship be-
tween the block shape and mode usage. So the task is to find the regulation
and set block restriction so that the advantage introduced by the new flag could
be maximized.

In H.266/VVC, there are 65 angular modes, ranging from -135◦ to +45◦. The
shape of the block could be either square or rectangular. In VTM 2.0, the sup-
ported height and width combinations include 4*4, 8*8, 16*16, 32*32, 64*64,
4*8, 4*16, 4*32, 8*16, 8*32 and 16*32. For the square-shape block, there is
no difference between vertical modes’ importance and horizontal modes’ im-
portance. the valuable reference samples in the reference row and reference
column are the same. The worth of a reference sample is measured by how
many times it is used in different modes’ prediction cases.
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When the block’s size is rectangular, then the reference samples usage is ab-
solutely different in the vertical direction and horizontal direction. For ex-
ample, we could make the size of current block 4*16, the height is 4 and the
width is 16. Then when the prediction mode is vertical, for each pixel in this
block area, the number of valuable reference samples should be smaller than
8. This is caused by the short height. The coordinate of the reference sample
is decided by the coordinate of predicted pixel and displacement of selected
angular mode. In vertical case, when the prediction accuracy is 64, it could be
expressed as:

cy = (y ∗ d) >> 6 (3.5)

i = x+ cy (3.6)

in which x and y represent the coordinate of the target pixel and d represents
the predictionmode’s displacement, which could reflect the angle of thismode.
imeans the index of the reference sample which is used to predict target pixel.

On the basis of equations above, the larger d is, the larger i will be. The value
of d varies from -64 to 64. According to (3.5), the range of cy should be −y
to y. When the size of the block is 4*16, then the maximum value of y could
only be 4. which means that the range of useful reference samples is between
x−4 and x+4. The total number of useful reference sample pixels in vertical
prediction case is 8. In H.266/VVC, there are 32 vertical modes. When the
height of the PU is 4, In this case, the difference in prediction value will mostly
depend on the change of weight rather than the change of reference samples.
If continue inserting new modes on this side, then it could be treated as mode
waste, and this waste is caused by the small height. When the prediction mode
is in the horizontal direction, just swap x and y in (3.5) and (3.6). Then the
range of useful reference samples will be between y − 16 to y + 16, and the
total number of useful reference samples is 32. More useful reference pixel
values will produce greater diversity regarding different modes. In this case,
interpolation is necessary, because the diversity between neighbor modes is
expected to be decreased so that our prediction could be much more precise.
Figure 3.4 is the schematic diagram of this idea.

If considering this problem from the view of single reference sample pixel
usage, the same conclusion also be drawn. When the prediction mode is ver-
tical and a prediction is made for a single pixel, each reference sample will
be used for about 4 times. Then 4 kinds of weight-reference sample combina-
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tion could be created. As a comparison, if prediction mode is horizontal, each
reference pixel will only be used for about one time. It could be concluded
that the horizontal-direction modes’ prediction is not so precise, and vertical-
direction modes’ prediction is even a little bit of over-precise. That means only
new modes in the horizontal direction are needed in the case which the block
height is small and the block width is large.

Figure 3.4: The schematic diagram of block shape-number of modes depen-
dency

According to the above inference, the number of useful reference samples is
decided by the shape of PU. Horizontal modes are affected by the width and
vertical modes are affected by the height. In order to prove the practical sig-
nificance of this inference, the difference between the prediction results of
neighbor modes could be measured in both vertical direction and horizontal
direction. According to the inference, when the block height is 4 and the block
width is 16, the difference between vertical modes should be smaller than the
difference between horizontal modes due to the limit of the total number of
useful reference pixels. In order to prove the deduction, Matlab is used as a
tool to build a simple intra-prediction system and simulate the prediction pro-
cess.
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Rather than getting reference samples from neighbor units, random reference
sample list with a fixed length, width + height, are generated for the predic-
tion. The width and height are set to be 16 and 4. The test modes are modes
with displacements 2 and 4. The closer the displacement value is to zero, the
closer the prediction mode is to pure directional mode. When the prediction
direction is positive, modes with displacements 2 and 4 are the two modes
which are the nearest to pure directional modes. The prediction difference
between the two modes should be smaller because the angular discrepancy
between them is around (4−2)

64
∗ 45 = 1.4◦. However, it could be powerful

to reflect the prediction divergence of neighbor modes on the vertical side or
horizontal side. Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 show the prediction result of the
two modes on the vertical direction and horizontal side, respectively.
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Figure 3.5: Vertical case

Horizontal case
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Figure 3.6: Horizontal case

From the two graphs above, it is obvious that when the height is small and
width is relatively large, horizontal modes could produce more prediction di-
vergence than vertical modes. It could prove that when the height is small, it
is not necessary to increase the angular modes distribution density on verti-
cal side, which means adding shift flag shiftParam to vertical modes is bit
waste. If the threshold that decides a side length is small or large is set to be
8, the rule of adding shift flag could be concluded into a form as Table 3.3:
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Table 3.3: Relationship between Inserting and Block’s Size

Block Width Block Height Inserting on
Vertical side

Inserting on
Horizontal side

4 4 N N
4 8 N N
4 16 Y N
4 32 Y N
8 8 N N
8 16 Y N
8 32 Y N
16 16 Y Y
16 32 Y Y
32 32 Y Y
64 64 Y Y
8 4 N N
16 4 N Y
32 4 N Y
16 8 N Y
32 8 N Y
32 16 Y Y

In addition, according to our assumption, when the block’s size is small, using
32 angular modes on only a few reference samples is a kind of over-precise
prediction. If the number of prediction modes is decreased when the PU is
small, then the bits used for coding mode index will also decrease by one bit.
If the PSNR isn’t affected seriously, then the overall BD-rate may get some
benefit. But it’s just a kind of assumption. In this algorithm, modes’ decrease
when one side length is large and another one is small is not considered. It
will be cared about in the next algorithm.

3.4.3 Encoder Search Process
If both the width and height of PU is no larger than the threshold, then it is not
necessary to separate the modes into two groups. Because none of them need
to be added the new flag. The encoder search process is just:
Loop1: Check all modes with SATD check and generate a full R-D candidate

list.
Loop2: Attach first one or two members of MPM list into the candidate list
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to generate a new R-D list. Check all unique modes in the R-D list by
full R-D computation and select the best one as the final decision.

If one of the side lengths is larger than the threshold, then several times loops
are needed. Similar to the encoder search process in 3.3, those modes which
need to be added a new flag and those don’t are separated into two groups and
do encoder search individually. Let’s make group 1 the group contains modes
which don’t need to be added the new flag and group 2 as the group that should
be added this flag. The difference compared with 3.3 is that block’s size de-
cides whether the new flag is needed or not. So the encoder search should be
adjusted according to the size of PU.

When both PU’s width and PU’s height is larger than the threshold, the new
flag should be added for all modes on the vertical side and horizontal side ex-
cept for mode DIA_IDX , whose index is 34. That’s because the number of
gaps which could be inserted a newmode isNUM_DIR(65)−1, so a bit need
to be added for 64 directional modes. Then the encoder search process will be:

Loop1: When shiftParam is 0, check all angular modes except modes
DIA_IDX using SATD and generate a short candidate list.

Loop2: Attach the first one or two members of MPM list into the candidate
list to generate a new R-D list. After removing planar mode, DC mode
and mode DIA_IDX from the R-D list, check the unique modes in
the RD list by full R-D computation and select the best one.

Loop3: When shiftParam = 1, repeat loop1 and loop2 and generate another
best mode for shifting case.

Loop4: Only check planar mode, DC mode and mode DIA_IDX . Since the
length of candidate list is set to be 3, all of them will pass the first
round check and we don’t need to add MPM modes to generate a new
RD checklist as well. Just do full R-D check for these three modes and
select the best one.

Finally: Choose the best shiftParam-mode combination among those
winners coming from loop2, loop3, and loop4 as the final decision.

If only one of the PU’s side lengths is larger than the threshold, for exam-
ple, the height is no larger than the threshold, the group 1 will include planar
mode, DC mode and vertical modes. And the group 2 will contain all hori-
zontal modes. Do the two-round check for these two groups individually and
there will also be 3 best-mode candidates. One of them is from group one and
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two are from group 2 because flag shiftParam could be 0 or 1 in group 2’s
loop. And the winner of these 3 modes will be the best prediction mode. If
the attributes of two side lengths exchange, just move vertical modes to group
2 and horizontal modes to group one and do the same process.

3.5 Efficiency Mode-Selection Algorithm ac-
cording to Block shape

According to 4.3, the adaptive-angular-mode scheme produces an ideal gain.
That proves that our inference is reasonable. However, adding new flags to
some modes is not so clear from the perspective of coding. It is definitely
worse than directly adjusting the number of bits used for coding modes. So in
this experiment, rather than introducing a new flag, a relationship among the
shape of PU, number of prediction modes and number of bits used for coding
mode’s index will be decided.

Similar to the theory presented in Section 3.4, some regulations that decide
how to adjust the number of modes according to block shape could be sum-
marized. In the algorithm built in Section 3.4, new modes will be inserted,
and sometimes original modes will be removed in different cases. In this new
scheme, only deleting old modes is allowed rather than both inserting new
modes and deleting useless modes could be done. 129 angular modes will be
set as the default number ofmodes initially, and uselessmodes could be deleted
according to our theory and block size. For example, when the block size is
4*4, then 33-angular-mode scheme is thought to be precise enough to predict
current PU. Then we only need to select one-quarter of the total number of
patterns uniformly as working modes. After getting rid of 3 MPM modes, the
total number of candidate modes which should be coded is 32. And by map-
ping the index of modes to an incremental sequence from zero, it is enough
to encode each mode’s index with 5 bits. What needs to be paid attention to
is that only working mode is allowed to be a member of the MPM list. Since
the MPM list is generated in accordance with the above PU and left PU, the
original MPM list may not meet the conditions of working modes. Thus Some
tricks need to be performed in order to transform original MPM modes into
qualified MPMmodes. The main purpose is to simplify the mode-coding pro-
cess.

The following Table 3.4 indicates the relationship between block shape and
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number of modes on the vertical side and horizontal side. The threshold is set
to be 8, the same with that of the last experiment. When one side is short and
another one is long, the total number of modes would be 16 + 65 + 2 = 83.
For example, when the height is short and the width is large, there will be 65
angular modes on the horizontal direction and only 16 modes on the vertical
direction in order to avoid over-precise prediction. This is the biggest differ-
ence from the algorithm in the last section. In this case, except for 3 MPM
modes, the left 80 modes should be coded individually. If fixed length code is
applied, then there will be some bits wasted. So in this experiment, variable
length code (truncated binary code) will be employed.

Table 3.4: Relationship between number of modes and Block’s Size
Block
Width

Block
Height

Number of
Vertical Modes

Number of
Horizontal Modes

Number of
DIA Mode

4 4 16 16 1
4 8 16 16 1
4 16 64 16 1
4 32 64 16 1
8 8 16 16 1
8 16 64 16 1
8 32 64 16 1
16 16 64 64 1
16 32 64 64 1
32 32 64 64 1
64 64 64 64 1
8 4 16 16 1
16 4 16 64 1
32 4 16 64 1
16 8 16 64 1
32 8 16 64 1
32 16 64 64 1

Even though the number of candidate modes is directly controlled by PU’s size
rather than the flag shiftParam, three time’s search is still needed. That is
because the code length of vertical modes and horizontal modes are different.
It is not expected that the mode with larger code length is eliminated by simple
SATD check. A more detailed check should be executed to modes with differ-
ent codeword lengths. Moreover, three times check could really bring some
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benefits to our prediction. So in this experiment, horizontal modes’ prediction
and vertical modes’ prediction will be separated. As for DC mode and pla-
nar mode, they could be ignored in the first round SATD check and directly
be passed into full R-D check because of their crucial significance in high-
resolution videos’ prediction. Another new point is that MPM modes will be
checked together with planar mode and DC mode because of their short code
length. So the encoder search process will be:

Loop1: Check the horizontal mode that is not MPM
Loop2: Check the vertical mode that is not MPM
Loop3: Check MPM and DC mode (planar mode is always the first mode of

MPM)

For all modes in loop1 and loop2, both SATD check and full R-D check will
be done. For modes in loop3, only do full R-D check is done because of the
small candidate amount.

When only one side length is larger than the threshold, the total number of
modes is 83. After getting rid of the three most probable modes (MPM), the
number of modes that need to be coded is 80. So variable length code (trun-
cated binary code) will be employed in such case. When only block width
is larger than the threshold, vertical modes have priority to be applied with a
short-length code. The reason is that the number of vertical modes is smaller
than that of horizontal modes. The competitiveness of rare modes are hoped
to be increased. The situation is the same for horizontal modes when only the
height is larger than the threshold. An exception case is DCmode. If DCmode
is not in the MPM list, it will always be coded with a short-length code be-
cause it is widely used in the video coding process, especially for high-quality
videos.



Chapter 4

Experimental Results

The JCT-VC common test conditions [26] were used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of different aspects of the intra picture coding of HEVC.

4.1 Result of Hard Interpolation Algorithm
For the hard interpolation algorithm, the anchor is a video coding system with
67 intra prediction modes that satisfies the conditions in Section 2.3.3. As il-
lustrated in Section 3.2, there is no difference in other compression and coding
components except for the number of candidate modes, amount of bits used
for coding mode’s index, boundary smoothing range, and reference sample
smoothing range. The background knowledge about how to measure the per-
formance of a system is presented in Section 2.1.4. In this report, Bjøntegaard
delta rate (BD-rate) is selected as the assessment criteria.

The following Table 4.1 shows the comparison result between the video cod-
ing system with 67 intra prediction modes and the video coding system after
doing the hard interpolation operation.

44
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Table 4.1: Performance of video coding system with 131 prediction modes
Y U V EncT DecT

Class A1 0,26% 0,23% 0,12% 101% 93%
Class A2 0,02% -0,05% 0,04% 99% 95%
Class B -0,08% -0,15% -0,10% 115% 108%
Class C 0,14% 0,07% 0,08% 106% 95%
Class E 0,02% 0,12% 0,25% 119% 108%
Overall 0,06% 0,03% 0,06% 108% 100%

In this chart, ClassA1 to ClassE represent video sequences with different
resolution. Class A1 and Class A2 contain video sequences whose resolu-
tions are 3840*2160, which are quite similar to the quality of the 4K video.
Class B and Class C include test cases whose resolutions are 1920*1280
and 832*480, respectively. Test sequences with 1280*720 resolution consist
Class E. For each test sequence, the quantize parameter (QP) value will be set
as 22, 27, 32 and 37. Quantization reduces image coding length and unneces-
sary information in visual recovery without affecting visual performance. The
smaller the QP value is, the more similar the quantization output will be with
the original video. In this way, video with various resolutions and quantize
steps will be tested to evaluate the performance of the coding system. The
diversity of video quality ensures the universality of the previous conclusions.
Y UV represent the information contained in the video. The Y component is
also called luma and represents luminance or grayscale value. The two chroma
components U andV represent the extent to which the color is biased from gray
to blue and red, respectively. EncT and DecT demonstrate the encoder time
and decoder time for each sequence.

Firstly, the luma BD-rate improvement is focused on. Most values are positive,
which means the hard interpolation algorithm doesn’t bring an overall benefit
on BD-rate, even though the prediction is much more precise. The increase in
bitrate limits the system’s performance. After analysis every video file’s cod-
ing details, it could be found that except for those terrible performance cases,
there are also some videos whose coding performance improved. And PSNR
improvement happens in most test sequences, which proves that more angu-
lar prediction modes could help in reconstructed image’s similarity compared
with the original image. From the test result, it could be summarized that it
is not feasible to advance the coding model by just increasing the number of
modes. The trade-off between bit rate and PSNR lead to aweaker performance.
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Secondly, it is obvious that the encoder time and decoder time are not influ-
enced seriously. That is because the architecture of encoder search has no
change in hard interpolation algorithm. Even though two time’s SATD check
will be executed in the first round loop, the candidate list passed into the third
round loop isn’t extended. Full R-D check will cost lots of time because the
transform process is also included. The encode search time will not go up
greatly because R-D candidate list is not affected by the interpolation. How-
ever, due to the fact that hard interpolation doesn’t introduce any overall ben-
efit, coding complexity doesn’t need to be considered in this case. Reducing
the bits used is necessary.

4.2 Result of Adaptive AngularMode by shift-
ing

The anchor of the second experiment is also a video coding system with 67 in-
tra prediction modes that satisfies the conditions in Section 2.3.3. Even though
the encoder search time is increased by around two times. However, the reason
for applying for this kind of method is to achieve a fair comparison between
all modes. Moreover, this scheme is sure to increase the prediction accuracy
because the SATD check is just an approximate estimation. Full R-D check
could truly reflect the prediction and compression quality of each mode. In
this experiment, the number of modes that do the full R-D check is 9, three
times as before. So it could be seen as a more reasonable evaluation and a
significant improvement.

In this algorithm, a trick is how to shift original modes to get new modes.
Figure 3.2 shows one kind of possible situation, which is shifting original odd
modes to the intervals near to pure directional mode. In this experiment, lots
of simulations are run to find the best shifting choice. According to several
test results, the new-mode allocation is extremely a sequence-dependent prob-
lem. Different videos have different properties and directional trends, which
decide their preference in prediction direction. When odd modes are shifted
to pure direction, the overall performance is the best among all potential shift
schemes. So in this algorithm, new modes will be allocated around pure hor-
izontal mode and pure vertical mode, like Figure 3.2.

The following Table 4.2 shows the comparison result between the video cod-
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ing system with 67 intra prediction modes and the system applying the AAM
algorithm.

Table 4.2: Performance of video coding system with AAM by shifting
Y U V EncT DecT

Class A1 -0.26% -0.06% -0.13% 215,00% 91,00%
Class A2 -0.15% -0.01% 0.07% 201% 90%
Class B -0.26% -0.07% -0.15% 243% 102%
Class C -0.26% -0.11% 0.09% 230% 94%
Class E -0.40% 0.07% 0.11% 256% 101%
Overall -0.27% -0.04% -0.01% 230% 96%

It is obvious that all sequences get some benefit in the BD-rate through mode
shifting. The PSNR gain could make up the disadvantage brought by bitrate
increase. However, due to our new intra search program, the encoder search
time increases to more than two times as before. The compression efficiency
is seriously affected by the three times full R-D check. So in the following
algorithm, block size’s restriction will help to decrease the number of blocks
that need to do three times full R-D check. In this way, bitrate could be further
improved as well.

4.3 Result of Adaptive Angular Mode Algo-
rithm with Block-shape Restriction

According to Section 3.4, a restriction on block’s size will be applied to de-
cide if the new flag shiftParam should be applied or not. In addition, rather
than only shifting odd modes, new modes are produced by moving all modes
in a short distance to achieve interpolation. In this way, the problem of how
to shift will be solved. And it could also help create more prediction modes
on vertical side or the horizontal side. Figure 3.3 shows the situation when
inserting new modes on the vertical side.

A new trouble that need to fixed is how to measure whether the side length
of a block is short or long. In this experiment, a threshold value is introduced.
If the side length is no larger than the threshold value, it will be determined as
a short side. After several times of test and consideration, the value is set to
be 8. The inserting situations are listed in Table 3.3 in detail.
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Another unsure point is if using 65 angular modes for a small-size block is
a kind of waste. In H.265/HEVC, the video coding system only supports 33
angular modes. According to our theoretical inference and practical test, when
the block size is small, the difference between neighbor modes is so small that
it could even be ignored. So two comparison simulations are run to help draw
a conclusion. One simulation applies the encoding system that only increases
number modes when side length is large. Another one applies the system that
not only introduces newmodes for the large-side-length case but also decreases
the number of angular modes for blocks whose width and height are both short.
The shapes of mode-decrease blocks include 4*4, 4*8 and 8*8. What needs
to be paid attention to is that the number of modes is not decreased for the
case that one side length is short and another one is long. Due to the coding
complexity, it will be done in the next smart algorithm.

For both simulations, the anchor is the video coding system with 67 intra
prediction modes that satisfies the conditions in Section 2.3.3. The follow-
ing Table 4.3 shows the result of the video coding system applying inserting
AAM algorithm with block size limit. Table 4.4 shows the result of the video
coding system that not only supports inserting new modes but also supports
decreasing excess modes.

Table 4.3: Performance of video coding system with adaptive angular mode
algorithm with block-shape restriction

Y U V EncT DecT
Class A1 -0.24% 0.05% -0.05% 160% 78%
Class A2 -0.35% -0.16% -0.13% 149% 80%
Class B -0.44% -0.33% -0.31% 213% 106%
Class C -0.32% -0.29% -0.19% 182% 92%
Class E -0.53% -0.08% -0.07% 248% 114%
Overall -0.38% -0.19% -0.15% 190% 94%
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Table 4.4: Performance of video coding system with adaptive angular mode
algorithm with Block-shape restriction and mode-decrease scheme

Y U V EncT DecT
Class A1 -0.25% -0.02% -0.07% 174% 83%
Class A2 -0.39% -0.19% -0.18% 183% 98%
Class B -0.46% -0.33% -0.34% 216% 109%
Class C -0.36% -0.27% -0.18% 195% 106%
Class E -0.56% -0.08% 0.02% 193% 94%
Overall -0.41% -0.20% -0.17% 194% 99%

According to Table 4.3, the improvement on BR rate is satisfying. It also
proves that our inference about waste modes is reasonable. And by comparing
Table 4.3 and Table 4.4, another conclusion is drawn that 65 angular modes
will achieve over-precise prediction when PU’s size is small. It will bring
mode waste and some disadvantages on BD-rate result. Then there is reason
to make a hypothesis that the result will be further improved if decreasing the
number of modes not only for small blocks but also for blocks whose one side
length is large and another one is small. Half of the patterns could be deleted
on the side where no interpolation happens. Because we guess over-precise
prediction will also occur in this situation. It will be considered in the last
experiment.

As a comparison, another test is made. Block shape’s impact is ignored in
this test. Every angular mode except for mode 34 is allowed to be added the
flag shiftParam, which means newmodes are always added without the con-
sideration of PU’s shape. The encoder search maintains the same, separating
modes with the flag with modes without the flag and check them individually.
The result is listed as below:

Table 4.5: Performance of AAM video coding system without block-shape
restriction

Y U V EncT DecT
Class A1 -0.11% 0.31% 0.12% 235% 105%
Class A2 -0.13% 0.23% 0.25% 199% 100%
Class B -0.26% 0.16% 0.09% 245% 117%
Class C -0.03% 0.38% 0.34% 223% 102%
Class E -0.22% 0.46% 0.49% 266% 119%
Overall -0.15% 0.30% 0.24% 233% 109%
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According to the Table 4.5, the result is better than the result of 4.1 because
of the impact of three-round search. However, it is still much worse than the
result of the coding system applied block-shape restriction AAM algorithm
(table4.3 and table4.4). it could further improve that the block’s side lengths
does help in deciding the number of modes in different directions.

In addition to the prediction performance, the encoding time is also short-
ened compared with Table 4.2. This is because three times loops don’t need
to be done for all PUs. If the size is PU is small, one-time loop is enough
because no mode will be added the new flag shiftParam in that case. The
complexity difference between Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 could be ignored. The
encoder search hierarchies are extremely the same.

4.4 Result of Efficiency Mode-Selection Al-
gorithm according to Block shape

The theoretical basis of this experiment is exactly the same as experiment 4.3.
In order to simplify the whole algorithm, the number of modes will be directly
controlled by the shape of block as shown in Table 3.4. The encoder search
process is fixed in this experiment. SATD check and full R-D check will be
done to vertical modes excludingMPM and horizontal modes excludingMPM
individually. Other modes (DC mode, planar mode and MPM) only do full R-
D check because of the small amount.

The anchor is also the same with experiment 4.3, the video coding system
with 67 intra prediction modes that satisfies the conditions in Section 2.3.3.
The following Table 4.6 shows the result of this algorithm:

Table 4.6: Performance of video coding systemwith efficiencymode-selection
algorithm

Y U V EncT DecT
Class A1 -0.35% -0.15% -0.24% 217% 84%
Class A2 -0.51% -0.34% -0.34% 216% 87%
Class B -0.63% -0.49% -0.50% 255% 109%
Class C -0.58% -0.43% -0.39% 246% 105%
Class E -0.83% -0.53% -0.34% 278% 111%
Overall -0.59% -0.40% -0.38% 243% 100%
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According to the table above, it is clear that the system’s performance is im-
proved greatly after applying for this algorithm. Compared with the best result
of the experiment in Section 4.3, shown in Table 4.6, the BD-rate has a further
0.17% gain. In experiment 4.3, the mode-decrease scheme could bring some
benefit to the final result, which proves that when both side lengths are no larger
than the threshold, 65 angular modes are so much that an over-precise predic-
tion is led. By decreasing the total number of angular modes to 33 and saving
1 bit as a result, the PSNR will not be affected critically and BD-rate will
be improved accordingly. In this experiment, when one side length is larger
than the threshold and another one not, the bit wasted caused by over-precise
prediction in the direction where the number of useful reference samples is
small is hoped to be avoided. The good result reflects that the assumption is
reasonable.

The encoder search process also changes a lot. In experiment 4.3, modes with
shiftflag are separated from those without a flag. Each round check contains
the SATD check and the full R-D check. For modes without flag, one round
check is done. Two rounds of detection will be performed on modes with the
flag. MPM and DC mode are not considered separately. If no side length is
larger than the threshold, no flag needs to be added and only one round check
is done. In the current experiment, horizontal modes excluding MPM, vertical
modes excluding MPM and remaining modes are separately grouped. Three-
round check is done no matter what shape the block is. So the encoder time
increases a lot as illustrated in 4.6.

In order for a reasonable comparison, the same encoder search algorithm is
included into the anchor to check how many benefits it could bring. The fol-
lowing Table 4.7 shows the result:

Table 4.7: Performance of original anchor after adding 3-round search algo-
rithm

Y U V EncT DecT
Class A1 -0.39% -0.26% -0.28% 256% 98%
Class A2 -0.18% -0.11% -0.06% 196% 97%
Class B -0.34% -0.15% -0.17% 254% 99%
Class C -0.36% -0.22% -0.15% 256% 105%
Class E -0.44% -0.03% -0.05% 294% 115%
Overall -0.34% -0.16% -0.15% 250% 102%
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The above table shows that 3-round encoder search could really bring some
benefits. However it is much worse than the performance than the last algo-
rithm. The relationship between number of modes and block shape is thus
approved to be intelligent.



Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

From all the experiments, it was found that increasing the number of intra
angular prediction modes would increase the prediction precision but also in-
crease the bit-rate cost. By only inserting new modes, as in experiment 4.1,
129 intra predictionmodes in total, the BD-rate performancewas not improved
even though the prediction was more precise compared to 67 intra prediction
modes in total. It was very important to find a good trade-off to allocate the
granularity of intra prediction modes. The dynamic granularity intra angular
prediction was an effective solution to this problem.

The block dimension was one reliable criteria to decide the granularity of intra
angular prediction. According to Section 3.4, it was reasonable to increase the
granularity on vertical side when the height was greater than a threshold and
decrease the granularity when height was small than a threshold. The same
criteria was also applicable on horizontal size when the width was greater or
smaller than a threshold. The results in Section 4.3 and 4.4 had proved robust
BD-rate improvement by adjusting the number of modes in line with block
dimension. The algorithm implementation had initiated a large number 131
of intra prediction modes as initial set. A subset of the initiated modes were
used to code the current block when at least one side length was smaller than
a threshold. The result reflected the analysis in Section 3.4 that when the side
length was smaller than a threshold, supported all intra prediction modes in the
initial set to code the current block would lead to an over-precise prediction
and bit waste. The criteria to decide the granularity of intra prediction modes
was the side length (width or height) rather the block size (width * height)

The experiments 4.2-4.4 utilized three rounds intra search scheme in encoder.
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Modes with difference code-word length was put into three different groups.
The modes in each group were evaluated in two steps: firstly, selecting best
N modes by comparing the SATD results; secondly, selecting one best mode
by comparing RD cost. The best modes in each group were finally compared
to each other. The lowest RD cost mode would be used as the intra prediction
mode for the current block. However, the drawback of three rounds encoder
search was complexity increase. The impact of encoding time was around two
times (200%) compared to anchor. The experiment in Section 4.4 showed that
increase the number of modes passed into the full-RD check had contributed
0.34% BD-rate improvements. Experiments in Section 4.4 had also proved
that the benefit of dynamic granularity intra angular prediction on top of three
rounds encoder search was 0.59% BD-rate improvement. There was another
benefit of the experimented algorithm that the decoder time was almost 100%
compared to anchor, which means the algorithm had no impact on decoder
complexity.

The BD-rate and complexity were two factors to evaluate the performance of
one video coding algorithm. The algorithm in this report had been proved to
improve the compression performance without increasing decoder complexity.
The future research work would concentrate on decreasing the encoder com-
plexity. The three rounds encoder search scheme could be further improved to
reduce the number modes passed into full-RD checks. Reducing the encoder
complexity and keeping the compression performance would make the algo-
rithm more competitive to be accepted in the future video coding standard.
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